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Thursday, February 19, 1970

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Campus Briefs
Folk Songs

Revolution

Five New Mexican folk songs
are included in a scholarship
benefit recital Sunday, Feb, 22, at
'UNM by Mrs. Donna McRae.
Mrs. McRae will be
accompanied in the New Mexico
medley by guitarist Hector Garcia.
The New Mexican songs are
arranged by J.D. Robb, professor
emeritus of music at UNM.
Her program will also include
songs by Beethoven, Handel,
Bellini, Schumann, Ravel and
Debussy, and a selection from
Gounod's Faust.
It will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall.
Tickets are $1 with students
admitted free. Proceeds will be
used for the music department
scholarship fund.
Mrs. McRae, a flutist as well as
vocalist, is a graduate of UNM,
and has performed frequently at
the University.
She has sung leading roles in
the Opera Workshop productions
of the Magic Flute and Ariadne
auf Naxos. In addition, she was
the soprano soloist in recent
performances of Brahms'
Deutsche.s Requiem and
Beethoven's Missa Solemnis, and
will be a soloist in UNM's May
performance of Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony.
Accompanying her will be
pianist Lois McLeod.

The Free University of New
Mexico will offer a course in
Revolution vs. Refor111: Improving
the Human Condition.
The course will attempt to
present a history of reform as it
has affected such contemporary
issues as racism; sexism,
imperialism, labor movements,
capitalism, and education.
The participants will undertake
research into revolution, and the
effects it has had and may have on
improving the human condition,
The participants will become
acquainted with the effects of
reform and revolution through
oral presentations, film, music,
poetry, and other media.
Registration will be Feb. 23 and
24 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Union.
Meetings will be Wednesdays,
7:30-9:30 p.m. at the Chicano
Studies Center, or if space is
available, in the barrios of
Albuquerque. The first meeting
will be Feb. 25 at the Chicano
Studies Center, 1815 Roma,

War Classics
Two war film classics will be
featured thi!> Thursday by the
Societe du Cinema.
"The Lost Patrol" and "The
War Game" will be shown at 7
p.m. in the Theater. Admission is
by season subscription, or on a
seats available basis at 7 5 cents
per person.
"The Lost Patrol" was filmed
in 1934, directed by John Ford,
and stars Victor McLaglen, Boris
Karloff, and WallacP. Ford. "The
Ww: Game" is a 1967 production,
directed by Peter Watkins.
Showings are open to the
general ,public. The series is
sponsored bf the UNM English
department.
. .•

Senate Liasons
The ASUNM Senate is starting
a liaison program between campus
organizations and Senate.
Leonard DeLayo, a senator,
said the program is an effort to
bring increased rapport and
communication between Senate
and student groups. He said the
liaison could be beneficial if a
group will make a budget request
from Senate.
If campus organizations are
interested in a Senate liaison,
contact Mrs. Sue Pickett in the
ASUNM offices in the Union.

Florida Exhibition
Twelve prints by UNM
photography students have been
included in an invitational
exhibition at the UnivPrsity oi
Flor1da.
The students are Cavalliere
Ketchum, Anne Noggle, Nancy
Tomasson, Steven Foster and
Paige Pinnell, graduate students,
and 0 ria n do Jimenez. an
m::dergra~uate:- ·
··

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Buildingo. ltoom
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive dnys with
no changes the rate is reduced to Gc
CltlS!lified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting cln;;sified 3:30
p.m.-will go .in next day's Lobo.
WANTED: ride to Deming, N.M. this Fri<lay. Call 2·12-2481 :>.fter 5 p,m, 2/19
SENlOR---B~ ~ure to hnve your c!= pic·
ture taken for the Miragea No chargethree pooes, three vrintn. Pie.ture:; taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
NJ<;Jo~D -:H,=:g=L-::I,c::?-A:-::lc-:ste-n-cr~?:-;::Pe~rs-o-n-;a1, Marital~ Scfmitivity Groups. United Minhtrics Counseling Center. 247-2720. 3/13

2)

LOST & FOUND

ng sung to check the Loot & 1''ound
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your ]ost items.
LOST: Pickdt slide rule. Mitchell Hall
212, Jan. 13. Reward. Scott, 255-9560,
2/24
l"'UND-black kitten (four or five month
old), outside College or Nursing the
morning of 16 at 8:30. Contact Kec 2966564. 2/23

3)

SERVICES

1966 SPIUTI<!. }~xee11ent condition. Two
top3, 247-2840. 2/20
ANTIQUE LgATHER TRUNK. Excellent
condition. Phone 242-1857 a!ter 6:30
p.m, 2/23
NORWEGIAN };lkhound pu"i>pics, also slu<l
~crvice available. 298-0375, campm 4447.
3/1
HAULEY DAVIDSON hydraulic !orks.
I'rice: open for discussion. Call 345wl570
after 5 p.m. 2/23
CHERRY 1959 Bui~7
k-:-hears--e.-::E;-x-ce-;;U-cnt
tires, motor, trnns, etc. Never driven an
unhappy mile, $475 (or more i! you
like). Phone Grant 277·5011 after 6
p.m. Mon. thru Thurs. and Sunday .from
1 to 5 p.m. 2/20
TENNIS CLASSES: Two good tennis
rackcl.s. Paneho Gonzales Spaulding
medium weight and grip, Nylon strung
$8, gut strung $13. 265'·6548 after 9 p.m.
200 usgo TVs All styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 254-5987. 4/7

6)

5)·

7)

FORSALE

WILL THADE able-bodied veteran VW
19Gil-for four-cycle motorcycle. Call 2569977 nlter 6 p.m. 12/19

MISCELLANEOUS

IO% Student Discount
1349 San Mateo S.E.
255·2700
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Bill Legality 1n Question

P.E. MAJORS

Language Building

Kineseology at its bestll
The Guild Art Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Midnight

Only $1.50

RENT-A-TV

MGMpresents the John
Frankenheimer- Edward.
Lewis Production of

the fixer

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

~~

Buck's TV Rentals
26S-45B9
Color Available

7HINS.S

Alan Bates
Dirk Bogarde
f !ugh Griffith
Elizabeth Hartman
lan Holm
star11ns

Op.£41

Ill£ 1-JillrNEif ~l;o~

SFJNDJ1J.S .. BEJ.Ts
~,.CJ...JJJT~t-Es-. ~

Ji4JEJ..~( ~~WI

.toco CEIJ Tl( fiL

ASUNM Film Committee
Saturday & Sunday
7 & 10 p.m •
50¢ with ID

S. (

No. 85

As Budget Legislation Misses Deadline

Lobo photo by Che&tcr Painter

University p..o. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M•. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. ForSale

.

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLlOWING ADVERTISfMENT --TIMES STARTING----

"

ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY--------~-

ANight At The Opera
Starring
ASUNM Film
Committee

Vol. 73

by
Bernard Malamud.

DISCOVER 1''LYING. $5 fimt lesson, $14
hr. after. Lee Mason, 268·4589. 2/16 .

FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations &Tailoring

MEXICO

"The

EMPLOYMENT

indoor swimming- ar~a here in town. No
age limit .. De u respectable .swimmer by
this summer. Call Dnvc 344-3654 for detail.. 2/24
TYPING SEilVICE. Tcnn l>aPcrs, theses,
diaaert.ationa~ Reasonable. Doris Jackson ..
296·2548.

instructora.. Lessons taught at a. spaciot,ls

the California Institute of students have concentrated on
Technology, Students there, as campaigns and legal adions
part of a wide-ranging student-run against particular companies and
sum111er research project, have groups that they feel are pollut~ng
investigated such things as urban ·the environment or destroymg
smog, pollution of the ocean, and natural resources.
the political aspects of
environmental issues. Reports on
Fbcer:~. based on
the research have been serlt to
public officials and citizens groups
the Pulitzer Prizeconcerned about pollution. The
winning novel
research project has received more
than $100,000 in foundation
funds.
Students for Environmental
Control at the University of
Illinois removed approximately
six tons of refuse from a nearby
creek, persuading city officials to
continue the removal and to
develop a beautification plan for
the creek
The only real confrontation
occured at the University of
Texas where 27 students were
arrest~d when they climbed into
trees which were scheduled to be
bulldozed for a new football
stadium.
For the most part, however,

This building which will house
the modern language offices and
classrooms, tQ be constructed on
the site of the recently razed
Zimmerman Stadium,

SANTA FE - The legislature
gave final approval to the general
appropriations bill last night but
the action may have come too late
to be legal.
Final action on the bill which
includes a record $18.3 million
appropriation for UNM came
nearly twelve hours after the
deadline set for adjournment in
the state constitution. The bill,
which had been passed 55·7 by
the House Wednesday, was passed
by the Senate 31·10 after an
extended debate over public
schools financing. The debate
centered around an amendment to
provide ''equalization financing"
of the public schools. Under that
plan each public school district
would receive the same amount of
money for each pupil.
A conference committee then
spent four hours working out

differences in the bills passed by
each house. Final action on the
appropriations act and
adjournment came shortly before
11:30 p.m.
The Senate had earlier rejected
the equalization plan22-20.'
Earlier in the session the Senate
had passed and the House rejected
three similar plans.
After that vote several members
of the Senate moved to adjourn
sine die (without day) and
pointed out the state constitution
required the legislature to adjourn
by noon on the 30th day of the
special session,
Sen. John Eastham,
R·Bernalillo, who had led the
fight for equalization, made the
motion to adjourn without taking
further action on the
appropriations bill, "In my

opm10n anything that happens
fro111 now on is not legal, is not
constitutional, and because of this
we are just wasting our time."
The Attorney General James
Maloney earlier had issued an
opinion that any action taken
after noon would be null and void
and without effect. The state
supreme court, however, has ruled
in the past that if the legislative
journal of the two houses shows
that the session had ended before
noon then their actions were
beyond questioning in any court.
To meet that provision of the
court's opinion the legislators
commonly allow the majority
floor leader to ''keep the official
timepiece" and agree that what
ever time he · says it is will be
regarded as the official time,

Sam Johnson Back. on Yell Squad
The Student Court yesterday ordered
that the cheerleading squad be disbanded at
the end of the basketball season, and
directed the squad to reinstate Sam
Johnson as a member.
The action came as a result of a suit
brought by Johnson against the
cheerleaders. The suit charged that the
cheerleaders had operated und~r an. illegal .
constitutfori;"· and. h'ad illegally expelled
Johnson from the squad.
New Squad
The court further directed that a new
constitution be drawn up by Rally
Committee, and that a new faculty advisor
be selected.

Student Court direeted that after the
squad has been disbanded at the end of the
basketball season, a new squad will be
organized undPr thr direction of Lhe Rally
Committee.
The court said the cheerleaders should
be disbanded becaust> some members of the
squad have been "irresponsible and
..cBp.rieiou~ \'lith tegard t€1 their legal
framework" as stated in their constitution.
The court's judgement order said there
had been "arbitrary abrogation's" of
sections of the cheerleaders' constitution.
In ordering that the cheerleaders
reinst.ate Johnson, the court order states
that Johnson's expulsion proceedings were

illegal because the faculty advisor was not
present.
J.'lot l!:xpulsion
The order also states that Johnson was
dismissed from the squad for missing two
meetings, and under the cheerleaders'
constitution this is not grounds for
expulsion; b'ut rather suspension.
In ordering Rally Committee to redraft
the cheerleaders' constitution, the court
said there were several "inadequacies."
The court judgement order listed the
inadequacies in the constitution as:
(Continued on page 5)
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195G CADILLAC. $150, Call 842"1364 or
2-13-4325. 2/24

WILt. TRADE part-time help in a tutoring service for an EvelYn Wood neadi_ng
D:Ynamics scholarship, It interested
please call 265-6761, 2/20
WE NEED A MAN I We need a man who
ls. bright, aggressive1 and likes helping
other people. Pnrt-tmte job now, could
lead to exciting' and profitable carce:r in
sa1es and management after graduation.
Sa1ary commensurate with ability.. Ate
you worth Hall-Million dollars? U so,
call: 1''rank M. Thomas, 265-6728. 2/20

TUTORING IN PORTUGESE offered. Call
Albert W. l.llcau at 855-4888. 2/24 .
PRIVA'rfJ swimming lessons. Qualified, in-

By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
(CPS) - Weston Fisher, a
graduate student in ecology at the
University of Minnesota, put an
ad in the student newspaper last
spring announcing the formation
of a student group concerned with
environmental problems. There
were 3 5 people at the first
meeting.
Today, his group, known as
Students for Environmental
Defense, has 150 members and is
still growing. Its development and
activities are fairly typical of the
growing concern among students
about such environmental issues
as air and water pollution, the
effects of the p,opulation
explosion, and preservation of
natural resources.
In November, Students for
Environmental Defense buried an
internal combustion engine in a
mock funeral protesting pollution
caused by automobile exhaust.
In December, they picked up
26,000 empty cans along the
banks of the Mississippi River, put
them in a truck and took them to
the American Can Co. plant in St.
Paul. They attempted
unsuccessfully to get the company
to take back the cans and re-use
them.
They also held a silent protest
when speakers refused to permit
questions and discussion from the
floor duirng a meeting called by
the university to discuss industrial
uses of nuclear power. 'l'he
speakers finally relented and
allowed the students to present
their view that more local control
of nuclear power is needed.
For their next project, Students
for Environmental Defense plan
to place signs saying "Unfit for
Body Contact" along the
Mississippi River fro!ll
Minneapolis to New Orleans.
Dozullll or liUCh groups have
been organized around
environmental issues on college
campuses during the past few
months. Their activities have been
similar to those of Students for
Environmental -Defense, although
the Minnesota group has used
demonstrations more than many
groups.
One of the most ambitious
projects has been conducted at

Form

NEW

The Marx Brothers
7 & 10 p.m.
SOc with 10

Standards Committee
Will Hear 'Rights' Cases
The William Bonner-Jon Kaufman complaint against
English Professor Ernest W. Baughman will probably be heard
by the Student Standards Committee (SSC) as a result of
action taken yesterday by the Faculty-Student Rights and
Responsibilities Committee (FRRC).
Bonner and Kaufman last week charged Baughman with
allegedly "violating the basic human rights of his students."
Baughman has had no comment on the case.

•"

Recommendation
The FRRC recommended that the Bonner-Kaufman case
be heard by the sse, saying the sse was the "only possible
place the matter could be heard at this time."
In addition, the FRRC forwarded a recommendation to
the Faculty Policy Committee calling for the establishment
of an "all-campus judiciary" which could eventually provide
students (faculty also) with the grievance challllel which, up
until now, has been non-existant.
Charles Roberts, assistant dean of students, said he was in
the process of finalizing organization of the sse "primarily
because we lost some members in the overturn at semester."
Roberts, who refers complaints to the committee, said, "I
think we can get to it next week, near the latter part of the
week.''
Couldn't· Indicate
When asked about enforcement capabilities held by the
committee, Roberts said he couldn't indicate "what
enforcement or impact any ruling of the committee will have,
although they will be able to make any recommendation they
see fit."
Bonner said, ''I'm glad. It sounds like things are going to
happen/' in reaction to the moves by the FRRC. Bonner was
also pleased with the all-campus judiciary proposal. "It's not
just our (his and Kaufman's) problem - it's a broad battle
against in~lerance ~n th~ last pl~ce you'd ~xpect to find itthe univers1ty. I'm JUSt tired of 1t and I thmk a lot of other
students are, too."

'

~ ·,-.....,,"<0.;_- • :~· _,.

. '.

Unique Architecture

'4.

..

Lobe> photo by Martin Feyen

One of the newer constructions on campus is the addition to the
Che!llistry ·Building.
The building is a composite of many unique
architectural ideas including overhanging stairways (and a suspended
·moon over the south stairway).

,f
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(

M_EXICD
WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Lobo Review

GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277~4202

The New Me11ico Lobo Is published
daily every regular week of the Univer·
sity year by the Board of Student Pub·
licotions of tho Associated Students of
the Univeroity of New Mexico, and i• not
financially auoclated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
cia.. postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Sllbscription rate is. $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are these of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is !hot .
By BILL PIKE
of the editorial board of The lobo.
It is an age of innocence. The
Nothing necessarily represent• the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni· last great period before the Great
versily;of New· Mexico,
War. Popejoy Hall is darkened to
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UNM Therapy Program

Lillian Gish's Movies
Bring ~Innocent Ages'

he shook hands and that was the
end of the formalities. The
determined face of D.W. Griffith
Friday, February 20, 1970
Vol. 73, No. 85
rock hard jaw, dark eyes, appear~
give the audience a feeiing of
security when the first movie, old in a l!iant blow-up on the screen,
and scratched from years in a
There was no star system in
vault, flickers on the screen. Hollywood at this early stage of
Lillian Gish speaks in an articulate motion pictures. "Credits were
voice about the cinema from the put at the beginning of the movie
first attempts at cinematography only after the public demanded to
to the end of the Golden Era in know who they were seeing."
faculty member would be in an untenable · 1928 when sound was added to Pictures changed.
Recent complaints about the
position if he had to cope with this distitfctively Twentieth
' discriminatory classroom practices of
Griffith never worked from a
.written script. He had the whole
extra-university pressure groups, i.e. state Century art form.
'"' English Professor Ernest W. Baughman have
The first clip shows a woman in conception of a picture in his
legislatures, private citizens' groups, without
called attention to the existence of a touchy
a diaphanous gown waving the mind. ·"We never doubted his
this backing and protection.
double standard between students and
trailing fabric in a spiraling directions and after seeing the
Students, however, have no national motion over and over again. She is completed film we knew he had
faculty in the area of discipline and redress
organization to define their responsibilities obviously delighted to be in front 'been correct," says Miss Gish.
of grievances.
The actors tried to outdo each
and protect their rights either within or of the camera. "You know," says
The question arose during yesterday's
Miss
Gish,
"people
were
happy
in
other
in the stunts dreamed up by
outside of the University community. At those days just to see any type of the early
meeting of the Student-Faculty Rights and
screenwriters:
present students are completely at the mercy movement on the screen."
Responsibilities Committee when a member
Charlie Chaplin rollerskates
of faculty members, and at UNM no one is
of the Academic Freedo\11 and Tenure
Large white letters against a onto the screen, causing havoc
even sure where students can go to lodge black background bring us further among the rest of the people at
Committee explained that his committee
the rink. Douglas Fairbanks in
complaints against the faculty for unjust into the present. 1910. 1913. "The
could probably do nothing more than
Thief of Baghdad" ("We all
In an early gangster movie,
censure Baughman for his classroom
discipline or unfair and discriminatory 1917.
Harry Carey, looking sinister as an loved him so much. He was so
treatment.
practices.
escapee from Sing Sing, crawls agile") rides upside down under a
He explained that any attempt to direct a
Faculty members of the Student-Faculty around an alley wall. His eyes. All donkey, sommersaults into a huge
Rights and Responsibilities Committee are the words are in his face. "We jar, breaks through the clay and
professor's classroom conduct or remove his
correct in asserting that removal of tenure is didn't like to flash cards on the escapes. There were never any
tenured status would almost certainly be in
screen with the character's stunt men.
an extreme measure to take against a dialogue
violation of the policy statement of the
on them," says Miss
In one long scene that Lillian
,.. American Association of University
professor who happens to take a dim view of Gish. It detracts from the movie Gish played, she had to sustain a
the same way that English long series of emotion by using
Professors (AAUP) regarding academic long hair and beads.
But there is no question that students subtitles detract somewhat from her facial expressions only. "I
freedom and tenure.
imports. The "silents" visited hospitals and inssne
He said removal of Baughman's tenure must have some recourse when they are European
weren't waiting for sound; the asylums. I was finally able to
would definitely cause the University to be openly humiliated and slighted by a bigoted filmmakers were at home in their reproduce a sort of catatonic state
blacklisted by the AAUP. He also said faculty member.
own medium.
that the woman was supposed to
A short part of Lillian Gish's be going through."
An official censure would slide off a
removal of tenure would be an exaggerated
At the conclusion of the
faculty member's back like so much water. first film for D. W. Griffith, Miss
. penalty in light of the crime.
Gish
mocks
her
own
words
to
the
program
Miss Gish made an
University faculty membf'!:c; with t.enure, But another alternative discussed at movement of her lips on the eloquent plea
for increased use of
therefore, are in an extremely secure yesterday's rights and responsibilities screen. ·'No you can't huve Hw," Uw Cillll llleuia
fur iuteuwtluuw
position and have a strong supporter in the · meeting, a cut in salary or postponement of she says to the villain. She understanding. The audience is
AAUP.
·
a raise, might be a good incentive for an forewarns the audience that he'll somewhat uneasy now. "The U.N.
has been in operation for 25 years
This protection is essential to a faculty intolerant professor to re-evaluate his try again. He does indeed.
Mr.
Griffith
never
signed
a
and
we still have wars. Maybe the
. member in a . modern-da~ univ.er.!lj.j;y, . A. . .9l!!S~!;QO~ poligi~s-:... _..
. .. ,!;O.~tract with any of the actors moving picture can succeed where
that he-dii:ecle·d:-If her liked ·yon.. the·word-has failed/' -

Aids Handicapped Kids
More than 500 mentally and
physically handicapped children
cla~ber over playground
eq u1pment on the University
campus each week.
The specially designed
equipment is under the
s1:1pervision of Dr. Frank Papcsy,
duector of therapeutic programs
at UNM, and his staff They are
testing the equipment to find out
what kind of playground pieces
are best suited for the
handicapped child.
"What we hope to do with this
plarground is offer the necessary
somal and physical training for
retarded children and observe
what kinds of equipment best suit
the needs of the retarded child "
Papcsy said.
'
P.apcsy's staff watches what
eqmpment the children use before
they are given training in motor
skills in the lab.
After the motor training the
children are put in the playgr~und

Editorials

Disciplinary Double Standard

Immediate Steps Necessary

The state legislature has concluded its
special 30-day session without taking action
on collective bargaining rights for public
employees.
In a letter to Gov. David F. Cargo prior to
the opening of the session, UNM President
Ferrel Heady requested that consideration of
a public employees bill be placed on the
special session agenda. A bill was introduced
but never considered.
A reliable source told The Lobo on Feb. 1
that Heady had informed his Special

.

Advisory Council of administration plans to
establish its own collective bargaining
guidelines if the legislature failed to do so
':luring the session.
Members of the Physical Plant Organizing
Committee have waited quietly throughout
the session and will surely resume pressure
on Heady and the administration to grant
union representation to Physical Plant
custodians and sit down at the bargaining
table.
It is now up to Heady to take immediate
steps to make good on his promise.

'Let Us Begin •• .'

Editor:
Another Complaint
To the Editor:
I have also had problems with
the "old maid" arrogance of Mr.
Baughman.
On Monday, Feb, 16, I wore
short pants to his American
humor class. This was in
contradiction to his wishes. I was
asked to meet him after class. At
that meeting, he asked me if I had
heard "the rules" the first day of
class.
I answered in the affirmative,
but I said I thought wearing short!!
was acceptable attire. Mr.
Baughman replied that dress was
,not the issue. The issue was that
as a student you are to "do as I
(Mr. Baughman) say."
The rules must be followed,
and if I wished to remain in the
class these rules would have to be
followed. With the power he has
in his little corner of the world he
will rule in his way.
I have called the dean of men
who said he would look into th~
matter. 1 also talked with Dean
Wollman (dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences),
Because there are no proper
channels for complaints of this
sort, and because there are other
considerations involved, the dean
suggested the Student Standards
Co~~ttee as a possible recourSe,
This IS presently being pursued.
Edwin M. Cnse

Senate Congratulated
NEWS EDITOR
REVIEW EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
STAFF

MORNING EDITORS
PHOfOGRAPHERS

STAFF

Sarah Laidlaw
Stephen M. Part
Paul Fleck
Judy Lindsey, Sandy Schauer, Holly Beckley, Pam Burgenheim
Donald Burge, Casey Churcli, Carolyn Babb, Charles Andrews,
Clark Jermain, lin Morgan, Barbara Morgan, Bob Whittaker,
Sue Major, Frances Padilla, Anne O'Brien
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Lin I>Aorgan

To the Editor:
I feel that the ASUNM Senate
is . to be congratulated for its
allocation to the Chicano Studies
Program and to UMAS, I see this
nlloeation, along with other senate
activities such as th!l Prop•In
Center and participation in the
Vietnam Moratoriums, as
indicative of a substantial and
healthy change in the dil:ection
and philosophy of Student
Government.
Pr~>viously, ar1d perhaps justly,
student government has been seen
as. a social organization which

Letters are welcome, and ahould

be no longer than 260 words type-

written, double opaood. Nam~, telephone number and addl'ell8 must be
Included, although name wtU be
withheld 11pon n!qttmt.

dabbled in charity and
occasionally, if limply,
championed some cause. This
recent allocation in the sum of
$8000 must be viewed as a real
committment on the part of
·student government to the pursuit
of goals designed to reform our
ailing society. That students
should be sensitive to social ills,
and should organize themselves
into an association dedicated first
and foremost to reform seems to
me both just and appropriate. I
wish to commend the Senate for
this new direction.
1 would also like to comment
on the charges made by The Lobo
editors against the methods used
by UMAS and other interested
groups in order to realize their
request.
As a sometimes position holder,
I have sometimes taken the
position that a little confrontation
is good for the soul. As
sophisticated and intellectual as we
may become, it seems to me that
some of our deepest convictions
are based on emotion.
Nothing like a little good old
fashioned anger, fear, love, or hate
to crack through our
preconceptions and
predispositions. When we are
intimidated, afraid, angry, or hurt,
we may look for the reasons Cor
and sources of thoSe emotions.
The result can be (and as a former
student senator, I witness it has
been) discovery of a new place in
one's soul.
If the result is a new and deeper
, insight and committment, I'm
afraid I personally 11ee justification
for the means. One could argue
that the senators Wednesday night
were ,moved by fear, plain and
simple, and not by committment.
1 don't see that it is our place to
sit in judgement of their
motivation, and there seems to be
. more to gain by assuming the best
and applauding the effort.
.
I may a.dd, by way of
hesitation, that a little
confrontation may go a long way.
Carol Lozorik

Swinging Children

~ildren at UNM's special playground for the m t 11
physically handicapped cross a swinging "bridge" d . en a y .and
playing session. They are some of more than 500 chlfdrmg a hsuperviShed
playground each week.
en w o use t e

-- v -

Democrat Heidel
To Inspect Porno
~ANTA

La Plante Gallery
(Next to Lobo Theatre)

,...~

1111111

Unique!

again and the staff observes
equipment preferences. "In
addition, we watch to see whether
the ·children have improved peer
group relationships after
playground use," Papcsy added.
The playground equipment is a
progression of climbing
balancing, and strengthening
devices, specially chosen by
Papcsy, UNM students have
passed in bewilderment by the
strange array of equipment, The
playground also has a 20-foot long
"swinging bridge."
UNM PE majors are repainting
much of the equipment to see .
wh~ther color influences usage of
eqmpment.

biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 2684147
6901 Lomas N .E. 268-6848

"""

FE -· Rep. Finis

~e1del, D·Lea, finished far ahead
m a straw poll of the Legislature

to determine who should fill the
!lew office of state pornography
mspector, if it is created as
proposed.
Ru~<ult~ of Lhe poll were
announced by Arnulfo C. de Baca
Castaneda y Pino, spokesman for
the statistical research office of
the N~w. Mexico Undevelopment
Comm1sston. Castaneda y Pino did
.not-r.e!t-a:ro aetual Iig.ures -but sa·kl,- ..... _. · ··
Heidel swept ahead' in the
balloting Wednesday after he
successfull:y dared members of the
House to read the "Love Lust
Poem" on the floor of the
assembly.
Only Rep. Robert Mondragon
D·Bernalillo, had his hand up at
the time, but he was ignored by
the presiding officer and did not
have a chance to offer to read the
poem.
The State Pornography
Inspector wou.ld be charged with
the official responsibility of
traveling the state with the
Official Turg~dity Meter, exposing
nakedness, filth, corruption and
mental infirmity in the fw!thest
corners of the Land of
Enchantment.
Castaneda y Pino noted that
~ef. Merril Taylor, R·Utah,
fll1Ished second in the poll
followed closely by Sen. Harold
Runnels, D·Lea, and a .few
scattered votes for others
including one write-in comment
to the effect that Sen. George
Koran, D·Mars, is already doing
the job for free.

D

Now It's Easier
for you to join the stimulating
discussions in either the College
and Career department or the
International department of the
First Baptist Church on Sunday
mornings.
We are now running a bus
through the campus to provide
you with a ride.
Sunday Morning Schedule
Coronado Hall9: 10 a.m.
Hokona Hall9: 15 a.m.
Baptist· Student Union 9:20
a.m.
The bus will return to the campus after the morning worship
service, departing the church
about 12:10.

.--..tfll'-lllo.

Individuals majoring in Computer Science, Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical
or Industrial), Mathematics, and Physics will be interviewed by Collins Radio
Company.

March 14

Some facts about Collins:

1

Collins pioneered many of today's data techniques and recently announced a
computer-controlled design and manufacturing service for customers.

2.
3.

The company ranks as the largest independent producer of microwave systems.

More than 75% of the commercial airlines use navigation/communication equip·
ment supplied by Collins.

4.. The company designs and installs computer systems for the military and for
rallroads, airlines and many other industrial organizations.

5.

Coiiins serves as the prime contractor on NASA's worldwide Apollo tracki11g
network.

6.

The company is recognized as one of the world's leading manufacturers of
commercial broadcast equipment.
Coll.ins received the ~rst contract awarded to a single company to design, equip
and build an ea1·th statiOn for satellite communications.

7.

Contact your College Placement Bureau for
additional information.

Look for the green bus marked
First Baptist. Church
It's your free ride.
•

an equal opportunity employer

~

COLLINS

• '
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Afro-American Center
Will Organize, Fulfill
Black Studies Progra.m
CAN A THINKING MAN BE A CHRISTIAN?
lectures by Dr. lvlark M. Hanna
Dept. of Philosophy, University of So. Calif.
Wed. thru Fri., 8:00 p.m., Feb. 18-20
at HIS house, 201 Highkmd Park Circle S.E.
for Details Call 265-2284

200 CORONADO CENTER
PHONE 298-5489

FUNKY PRINTS
Murky-Dusty-Unusua I Shade.s.
In Color Patterns. Machine Washable. Dacron/ Avril 45" $1.98

By LIN MORGAN
An Afro-American culture
Center has been established to
organize, administrate, 11nd
implement the black studies
program, as outlined in the black
studies proposal issued by the
Black Student Union (BSU).
The proposal's findings indicate
that, due to the "university social
setting," which sets the black
student apart from non-black
students, the (bl11ck) student finds
it difficult to identify with the
university community.
Thus, to "improve the success
of black students at this
university, the utilization of a
black studi~ program has strong
possibilities a~ a vehicle to
accomplish that end," the
proposal said.
The culture center, in operation
since last October, has a
temporary office in Mesa Vista,
staffed by three students hired
through the work-study program.
Primary Function
Staff member Barbara Brown
said the center's primary function
at this time is "getting acquainted
with students, finding out their
grievances, and how to alleviate!
them." The other staff members
are Sam Johnson and Don Walton.
The BSU budget request to the
ASUNM Senate includes a $5900
appropriation for the center,
'which would enable them to
expand their operations.
Their goals include setting up a
tutorial program, a counseling and
ad vising system for bl11ck
students, and counseling for black

athletes, Miss Brown said.
The idea for the center came up
last summer, Miss Brown said,
when she participated in the Joint
Cormnittee 'of Ethical Studies,
also attended by Mexicans and
Indians.
Center Establishment
As a result of ideas discussed at
the meeting, Miss Brown wrote a
symposium requesting the
establishment of the center.
She spent the summer visiting
campuses at Berkeley, San
Francisco, Meerit College,
University of Southern California,
and UCLA, which have blac~
studies departments in ~peration.
"The trip gave me insight on
problems we would come up
against in setting up our program
here," Miss Brown said.
Charles Becknell, at present
teaching black history courses at
Albuquerque High and University
of Albuquerque, will become
co·ordinator for the center in
June.
HiGtory Courses
In addition to his
administrative duties, Becknell
would like to teach one or two
history courses, Miss Brown said.
The objective of the black
studies program, as stated in the
proposal, is to become "a
degree-granting program within
the university community as a
permanent, autonomous
department within one of the
existing colleges."
The duty of the co-ordinator
(Becknell), the proposal said, will
be to "establish, evaluate, and
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co-ordinate admission and
recruiting policies, requirements
for a major and minor degree in
black studies," and generally set
up the curriculum for the
department. All courses would be
subject to the approval of
Becknell.
Course Inclusion
The black studies department
would include courses in
anthropology, art, drama,
economics, education, English,
African history, Swahili, music,
philosophy, political science,
psychology, and sociology.
The cultural center would offer
services' to both black students
and the black community, Miss
Brown said, one of the most
important s·ervices being
establishment of a scholarship and
loan fund. "The most immediate
need of black students is
financial," she said. Tutors would
also be hired, to instruct both
high school and college stt~dents.
Other functions of the center.
would be setting up a library and"
bookstore of black literature, and
presenting an annual public
lecture· series on the black
American.
The black studies proposal lists
many benefits to be derived from
the black program, including
elimination of the problems of
black students, promotion of
better relations between the races,
serving as a "constructive response
to the racial crisis today," and
"stimulate the exchange of ideas
and information of the black
population in the community."

'Jolting' Lunar Eclipse Forecast For Saturday

Counselors Administrators
Twelve (12) Personnel Directors will be
in Albuquerque recruiting for the
San Francisco Bay Area.

.Friday 8e SaLUrday, Feb. 20 & 21
9:00a.m. to 8:00p.m.
White Winrock Motor Hotel, Winrock Center
(Need a ride to go sec the recruiting team?)
Call 299-9571 Room 157

Student Court Ordcers
Reinstatement of Sam

924 Men
This semester, 924 men residents occupy
the five dorms on campus. This is a drop of
153 residents from last fall's 1077 men.
Coronado Hall, with a capacity of 433
residents, has 327 occupants this semester,
compared with 421 last fall.
This semester, 127 residents occupy
Onate Hall, which has a capacity of 177
people. Last fall there were 163 residents.
Santa Clara dorm is home for 160 men.
Last semester it was filled to capacity, with
170 residents.
Alvarado Hall, capacity 170, has 160
residents, compared to 169 in the falL
De Vargas, the new men's dorm, houses
150 students this semester. It was filled to
its capadty of 154 in the falL
Housing officials are bracing themselves
for "musical dorms" this weekend when
residents swap rooms. This is expected to
bring some dorms up nearer to capacity,
while others may decline in occupancy.

House Kills Witness
By DON BURGE
SANTA FE- The controversial
witness immunity bill was killed

(Continued from page 1)
1) Procedures for dismissal are
vague;
2) Functions for members and
officers are not clearly defined;
3) The selection and election
procedures for different members
of the squad are not clearly
defined;
4)
The lines of
oommunications between officers
and members are not clear in the
oonstitution, and ineffective;
5) Rules regarding meeting
procedures are undefined;
6) Notification procedures for
meetings are not defined; and,
7) Procedures for amending
the constitution are not
adequately defined, and have not
been followed in the past.
Not "Best Interests"
In ditecting the Rally
Committee to appoint a new
faculty advisor for the
cheerleaders, the court order said
the actions of the present advisor,
Bub Henry, are "not considered
(to be) in the best interest of the
cileerleading squad."
The court cited as reasons for
selection of a new advisor:
Heru:y's absence from dismissal
nrocedures and his lack of
guidance in the proceedings; his
inability to have the constitution
accepted by Rally Committee; his
allowance of "unusual"
amendment procedures and
"shoddy" meeting procedures,
and his absence from hearings
concerning the case.
The court also ordered that all
campus organizations take and
keep minutes of their meetings,
and to file them with the ASUNM
secretary.
"Failure to do so is cause for
recision of the organization's
.,.,:,~. cb;arter
• student government,".
•9 · aad the
order.
''lr -. .

~mmunity

yesterday when the House voted
Last weel• the House had taken
37-33 to accept an unfavorable the same action· on a voice vote
committee report.
when Speaker David Norvell
gaveled pwpom>nts of tht• bill "
into silence. Norvell, D-Curry ,late?
allowed a vote to reconsidet· the
bill but yesterday's vote Itilled the
measure for at least one more
year.
Similar legislation has failed in
each of the last three years.
The bill, had it bee.n passed and
signed into law., would have
compelled a witness to provide
incriminating evidence against
himself if he were granted
im!Jiunity from prosecution. It
the witnee.; .tl:len refu11ed to testify
he cCluld have bei!h held. in
oontempt of court and b'iltl$1 untlt
such time as he decided toctal;ify.
.!:~~:ar~:g:ue~ld because
the meaaur• was
a arant
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Wed. Bean Burros ........ 5/96¢
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Open Mon.•Fri. 11:00 am-11 :00 pm
Sat.11 :00 am·• 9:30pm
Sun.11 :00 am-10 :.00 pm

jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual"
6609 ME~~tAtJL Br.vn,, N.E.

TELEPHONE

(across Mcnaul from Coronado Center)
;
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Burgers ........... 5/96¢

Every d{y ~nchiladas .• ; ... 2/38¢
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P.E. MAJORS
Kine>eology at Its bestll

1830 Lomas Blv4. NE

-rue- 1-.$/'lrNEif ~NoJI
SIJND!iJ.S ..
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BEJ.TS
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experiment package (ALSEP) will spokesman said. "The ALSEP
be in the shadow caused by the gives man the first opportunity to
passage of the earth betw~~n the study the ·results of such an
sun and the moon,
the !'!Clipse on the lunar surface."
======================~~-=~~~==~~==~~==~----

u~~~~~~~~~~u~~

MEDITATION
AI UIIOHf . ,

MAHARISHI
MAHESH

YOGI
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION IS A NATURAL SPONTANEOUS
TECHNIQUE WHICH ALLOWS EACH INDIVIDUAL TO EXPAND

HIS MIND ANO IMPROVE liiS LIFE.

FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
By Bob Winquist

LA PLANTE GALLERY
3009 CENTRAL N.E.

Friday Feb. 20, 3:30P.M.

Quaint/

In The Union Theatre

THE MINI-BUS

Thor Guild Art Theatr&
3405 Central N,E,
til Mldnlght
Only $1.50

SUBARU VAN

$1397

. r.

p.o.c,*

--~~~~i,;~4i~~(,~!~e, cheap. Not bad for a van. that gef$-.b);to
.,:~_,"· 57 MilES PER GALLON

in

-

.

·c

Drive a mini-bus today!

'•

J/.1

UIIV.JP~ Ot'-4'

By EDWARD K. DELONG
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
. t' t
· t
( UPI) - S c1en
1ss expec a
rumbling, rock-cracking "shock"
to jolt the moon early Saturday.
In the brief span of an hour,
while the sun's rays are
temporarily blocked from
reaching the moon because the
earth is in the way, scientists
think 1unar temperatures will
tumble from a blistering plus 250
degrees Fahrenheit to a frigid 200
below.
·
They expect the crated gray
surface of the moon to tremble
under "thermal shock." Rocks
should crack open. The lunar
topsoil should release trapped
gases. And changes should take
place in electrical fields located
near the moon's surface.
Educated Guesses
These, of course, are educated
guesses, But now scientists have a
way of finding out exactly what
happens on the moon during a
lunar eclipse.
Mounting a full-scale
observation effort at Mission
Control in Houston, they hope for
the first time to "see" the moon
surface change during an eclipse
by studying information radioed
to earth from instruments left on
the lunar surface by Apollo 12's
astronauts.
Day Into Night
"This turns lunar day into
partial night, then back to a
twilight condition and then back
to full lunar day in a short period
of time - causing a thermal
shock."
"The Apollo lunar surface

,.

New MKico

Thurs. Chili ................ 21¢
Fri.

what your celery; we have payments
that won't squash your budget.

In returning an opm1on on
Rally Committee's part in the suit
against the cheerleaders, the court
said the committee is also
culpable.
The court opinion said Rally
Committee has exercised "very
little responsibility" in overseeing
cheerleaders' activities, or in
overst-eing tht> fiR('a\ policy of the
cheerleaders.
The court also said that all
University organizations should
subject their constitutions for
review by a committee appointed
for that reason or by the Student
Affairs Committee. The Student
Affairs Committee is responsible
for ratification of all UNM
charters.
Ross Perkal, who acted as
counsel for the cheerleaders
during the case said, "It is
significant to note that emotional
prejudice in UNM's student
government (and perhaps in
Chic:lgo), has affected itJdicial
proceedings to the point where
'justice' is an empty word." He
issued the statement following the
release of the court's opinions.
Bill Pickens, who acted as
counsel for Johnson, said, "I
think the court came to an
equitable solution. •rhe student
court in its decision for Sam
Johnson demonstrated a
responsibility that enhances aits
reputation."
Pickens said the court's
decision proves that a person
injured by an organization at
UNM can receive justice.

U

_., ... ,

J?oes your tomato turnip her nose
.,";~~you becauseyo~~9.J!'tknow ~·,·
c.c.. ~-rt~~ct~'" ab~~.~-~(trrots1 I£ so

Megan Lloyd Hill shows one of
the constructions from her first
one·man show which opens
Sunday, Feb. 21, at Jonson
Gallery.

Hill Exhibition

U Dorm Occupants Move Out
233 UNM dorm residents have migrated
from university housing this semester,
according to figures obtained · Thursday
from the Housing Collections office. This is·
a 12 percent drop in dorm occupancy.
The decrease reduces the number of
dorm residents from last semester's 1958 to
only 1725 occupants. This fills the dorms
to 84.5 percent of capacity (2041
residents).
801 Women
Tl].is semester, 801 women students_
reside in the three women's dorms. This
compares to 881 coeds last fall.
Hokona Hall, with a capacity of 616
residents, is called home by 522 women.
There were 569 residents last semester.
Santa Ana, capacity 170, houses 152
coeds- against 163 in the fall.
Laguna Hall, capacity 151, is occupied
by 127 residents, with 149 residents last
semester.
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Experts Eye Moonquake

Migrate From Campus Housing
TEACHERS TEACHERS

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Dutch,'J'ndonl'!sian,
French 1 German,
others{;, .)

Special Discount on Vans During February

and

lunch

11 :30·2:30

dinner 5:30-9:30

<113 Romero St.·N.W.
of Old ·town PJaza

2

DOWNTOWN IMPORTS, INC.

blocks N.W.
242•4986

524 FOURTH STREET, N.W.
ALBUQUERQUE:,· NEW MEXICO 87l0l

• plus d/h and local fre~ght

...
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'Equality'-Goal of Women's Rights GroupS
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THE COLLEGE PLAN
for

THE COLLEGE MAN

NOW, WLF Goals
The repeal ,,f present abortion
laws, equal civil rights and equal
job opportunities are goals high
on the priority lists of both NOW
and WLF.
The WLF, created in 1969, has
about 100 members. It is
sponsoring discussion groups for
"women to gather and talk about
their personal position in life,"
said WLF member Lucia
Montague. Members of the WLF
include faculty wives, teachers,
and students.
NOW, formed in 1966, is
nationally headed by Betty
Triedan, author of "The Feminine
Mystique." The Albuquerque
chapter of about 50 members is
made up primarily of students
working toward undergraduate
degrees, masters degrees, and
PhD's. Mrs. Conant said, "The
women that need help the most
don't even have time to join the

fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

kopy korner
High Spoad XEROX COPIES-Se-Ne limit
"Feciol rote> for dissertations-required paper zupplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
Nalional Building & 120 Madeira NE

FIGHT INFLATION- DISCOUNT STEREO LP'S
$4.98 Stereo Albums-only $3.00Mail this coupon now ;,, your fr~e list of Popular Rock, Folk, & Blues,
Factory Sealed d- Guaranteed AlbumsTo:

From:

has been presented to the national
congress at every session since
1923."
NOW hopes someday to run a
candidate for state office. Until
then they will "help a male
pro-women's rights· candidate,
Republican or Democrat."
Like ·many other groups
confronting unequal treatment
under legal and traditional laws,
the women's rights organizations
are attempting to exercise their
political wings in the hopes of
stirring up issues that have been
unquestioned and accepted as
custom. At the same time, both
WLF and NOW emphasized their
purposes not to dominate, but to
''exercise all privileges and
responsibilities in a true
partnership with men," said Mrs.
Conant.

By PAUL FLECK
Lobo Sports Editor

The Lobos came within two
points of breaking the Bear Down
Gym jinx last night but instead
lost their 13th game of the season
80-78.
.
'
As the game started Lobo fans
had visions of the Wyoming game
last Saturday as the 'Pack jumped
out to a 6-1 lead, Bob King chose
to use the run and gun strategy
that was so successful in the last
outing. The strategy perhaps cost
the game this time as Dave Culver
and Howie Grimes fouled out
with five minutes remaining in the
game.
The Lobos played nip and tuck
with the Wildcats for most of the
first half before reeling off five

The STUDENT STORE
1907 South Catalina Avenue
Redondo Beach, California 90277

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address---------------------
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students work with a series of
tubes, both horizontal and
vertical, as part of research
conducted by the Eric H. Wang
C i vii Engineering Research
Facility operated by UNM in
conjunction with the United
States Air Force.
A larger tube, resembling an oil
pipe, lies within the building.
Reinforced concrete blocks are
shocked and exploded in the tube,
and resulting cracks and lines are
recorded and analyzed.
Smaller shock tubes protrude'
from the building like smoke
stacks, and are used for
measurements of stress and st~:ain
on rock and soil samples.
Robert Crist. head research
engineer said, "the effect of shock
on humans is not studied here. We
analyze the effect of explosions
on shelters."
Crist said, "Our work has been
helpful in the designing .of
multi-story structures, such as the
Brunswick. Building in Chicago,
and lrn" mded structural planning
in earthquake areas."
Expansion of the facility is not
in the immediate future, says
Crist.
Primarily a military facility run
by the defense department, the
complex is available for civilian
use.

UNM's wrestling team needs
only to break even in their last
four duals in order to enter the
March 13-14 WAC Championships
with a winning record.
.
Now 6-5, Head Coach Ron
Jacobsen's crew was to have
hosted Northern Arizona
Saturday afternoon at Johnson
Gym. Yesterday Jacobsen
received word that Northern
Arizona is forced to cancel the
meet.
,"They've had several cases of
mono(nucleosis), and an awful lot
of injuries," Jacobsen said in an
interview.
The team has two home meets
remaining - UCLA on Feb. 26,
and Colorado State on March 7.
They also will take a weekend out
of town Feb. 27-28 to face
Brigham Young and Utali,
respectively.
Jacobsen said he has four top
grapplers in the upper weight
classes in Rick Ortega, Dave Van
Meveren, Bruce Davis, and Alan
"Butch" Petersen.
Ortega, in the 167 pound class,
has been engaged in a continuous
bout with a shoulder injury, yet
has still produced a second place ..
in the UNM Invitational Tourney,
losing to Gary Coley of Arizona
State.
J univr College (JC) tral".!lfm:
Dave Van Meveren is 8-2 in dual
action for the season, while also

Pushing Peasants

straight points with less than five·
minutes to go to capture a 36-31
lead,
Willie Long scored two more
baskets before intermi&sion and
the Lobos rested with a 42-35
margin, Long had 18 of his 30
points in the first half.
The Lobos came out for blood
as the second half got underway
with three baskets and an
11-po int lead.
Walt McKinney, a junior
mini-guard from U of A territory,
seemed to spark the 'Cats with
two quick baskets. McKinney
ended up with 12 points, all
coming in the last 20 minutes.
The Wildcats caught up with
7:41 left in the game when
Warren Anderson connected on a
1-1 situation to give the Tucson

tribe their first lead since early in
the game.
The story of the game was that
the Lobos we1·e unable to get to a
1·1 situation in the second half
and the Wildcats tossed up 21
more free throws than the Lobos.
It is always a bitter pill to swallow
when you score seven more field
goals than the opponents and still
lose the game.
After Arizona tied the game,
the final six minutes were a
scramble for the lead with the
Wildcats holding anywhere from a
two to a four point edge.
With 16 seconds to go and the
Lobos down by two points, the
Wildcats lost the ball out of
bounds under the Lobo basket
and Coach King called time out.
The strategy was to get the ball in

Wrestling Meet Canceled

U Engineering Students
Analyze Shock Effects
By SUSAN STERN
Some of UNM's engineering
students spend ·part of the
academic year setting off·
explosions in a 250-foot shock
tube concealed in concrete and tin
at the base of the Manzano
Mountains.
Studying the effects of shock
on everything from building
structures to soil samples, the

2933 Monte Vista N.E,
265·6631

organiza$ion. Their situation is are fought by NOW and the WLF.
extremely desperate. Many are The WLF is attempting to set up
afraid to admit they are frustrated nationwide free day-care centers
and have been taught an image of staffed equally by men and
self-hate."
women, to facilitate the working
Male Members
mothers' task for caring for
About 10 percent of the children while supporting them.
national NOW membership is
Employment Problems
male. In the Albuquerque chapter,
NOW works on individual
the men perform an advisory employment problems as they
function and no male member arise. "We have a member working
now holds an executive office. ·
on her master of arts degree," said
Duncan Simmons, a member of Mrs. Conant. When she was sent
the Albuquerque NOW chapter to a local employment agency
and former member of the New looking for a job the first question
Mexico Public Health Board said, she was asked was, 'How fast can
"I am a member because NOW you type?' "
wants to repeal abo~:tion laws. I
NOW is a politically "action
have seen many tragic unwanted oriented group," said Mrs.
pregnancy cases and I don't think Conant. "We are lobbying and
forcing a woman to have the child demonstrating for passage of a
is public business." He added, constitutional amendment,
"Many other laws hurt women guaranteeing women's rights, that
first and later bounce back on
·society as a whole."
Inequality of job opportunities

This 19th-century drawing by
Alphonse Legros, entitled
"Peasants Pushing a Cart," is part
of the Rolshoven exhibition which
opens Monday, Feb. 22, at the
UNM Art Museum.

placing second in the UNM Invite,
and first a week later at the Sun
Devil Invitational. Van Meveren is
wrestling in the 177 pound class.
At 190 pounds, freshman Bruce
Davis has stepped into the varsity
position and shown himself to be
a formidable opponent on most
mats. Now 4·2 in dual matches,
Davis captured the blue ribbon at
the Sun Devil Invitational, joining
Van Meveren and another JC

transfer, Alan "Butch" Petersen.
Wrestling in the heavyweight
division, Petersen sports a 10-2
dual record on the season, and
placed fi~:st in the Lobo
Invitational and second at the Sun
Devil Tourney.
After the March 13-14 WAC
Meet, those who qualify for the
NCAA Championships on March
26-28 will travel to Evanston, Ill.
to compete.

1:}.

1:}.

1:}.

ASU Next
The Lobos moved out of
Tucson this morning and moved
north 12 5 miles to Tempe where.
they will play their last road game
of the season tomorrow.
The competition, the Sun
Devils of Arizona State, are the
cellar-dwellers in. the WAC going
into the last four games. The
Lobos beat the Devils in

Albuquerque, 97-86, earlier in the
year behind Willie Long's 29-point
performance.
"It is hard to believe ASU's
record," commented coach Bob
King before the Arizona tour.
"The Sun Devils played as well as
anyone we have · seen this year
against Utah and led until midway
into the second half," King said.
He also mentioned that he
thought ASU is probably the best
4-17 team in the country.
In the Arena encounter, Devil
star Seaburn Hill poured in 30
points in a dazzling shooting
spree. Gerhard Schreur, the
Devil 's little devil, did not see
action in the game until his Lobo
counterpart Howie Grimes went
to the bench with three personal
fouls.

l
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GIFTS MA.GNlFlQUE!
La Plante Gallery
3009 Central N.E.
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International Student Exchange Association

EUROPE
Also available:
Flights within Europe
Student Tours (some aeeredited)
Additional Miscl. Services
Including Travel Tips

$285 r.t. From the West Coast
$255 r.t. From the Midwest

For Further Information Contact: I.S.E.A.
Katy Sutherland P.O. Box 1356, Pomona, Calif. 91766

Republican for Governor
EDWARD V. BALCOMB
We Enlist your support and
Encourage your questions
4012 Central S.E.
255·7581
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The Wolfpup basketball team
plays New Mexico Junior College
(NMJC) tomorrow night at
Hobbs.
After tomorrow's tilt, only two
games remain on the Pups'
schedule. The Lobo frosh have a
7-4 record.

Alan

Petersen

Sports Slate
SWIM TEAM COMPETITION SCHEDULE
Feb. 20
AAU meet at UNM
Feb. 27-28
Intermountain Meet at Salt Lake City Utah
March 6·7
New Mexico State and UNM Invitational at UNM
March 17-18-19 DGWS National Intercollegiate Championship
at Normal Illinois
April 3-4
Arizona State U Invitational at
Tempe, Arizona
May 1-2
University of California at Los Angeles meet
GOLF TEAM COMPETITION SCHEDULE
June 2nd week National Intercollegiate Championships
at Sat1 Diego, California

\

to Long, but tough defense by
Arizona forced a pass out to Ken
Otteni. Otteni was open for a long
shot but missed from 25 feet out.
The teams exchanged two
pointers and Arizona wound up
with its tenth victory in eleven
games with the Lobos in Bear
Down Gym.
The WAC race tightened up last
night as Colorado State defeated
league-leading Utah, 83-69. In
other WAC games, Wyoming came
f~:om behind to nip Brigham
Young, 73-71; and UTEP downed
Arizona ~tate 94-85.

$225 r.t. From the East

Wolfpups Play
New Mexico JC

USAID Service
Dr. Paul Jonas, associate
professor of economics at UNM
extended his term of service with
the United States Agency for
Inter national Development
(USAID) for a second year.
Jonas, a specialist in economic
planning, is with the USAID
mission in New Delhi, India.
His assignment in India includes
construction of a long-run
econometric model which will
help Indian policy makers with
their decisions.
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Cats' Bear Down' For 80-78 Victory

Work for Repeal of Abortion laws. Better Job Opportunities
By BARBARA MORGAN
"A woman's domestic work has
no value in our society. Women
are not considered legal entities. If
a woman budges she is considered
a militant."
Theresa Conant, president of
the Albuquerque Chapter of the
National Organi:~:ation for Women
(NOW), voiced these complaints
about the inferior status of
women. NOW is a women's rights
organization on campus involving
members of the University
community.
The Women's Liberation Front
(WLF) is another women's rights
organization at UNM which
confronts the same problems as
NOW. Both groups are primarily
concerned with "altering the
traditional roles" of women in
American society and "obtaining
the same rights for women that
are now not guaranteed in the
United States Constitution or its
amendments that men have
always enjoyed," said Mrs.
Conant.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Junior Alan Petersen provides a
reliable anchor man for the Lobo
wrestling team. He holds a 10·2
record this season in the
heavyweight division.
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Fuli line Dealer For
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OKIE'S
Everyday
All Day
FREE POPCORN
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For the pro-minded tape enthusiast,
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this Ampex deck features three heads
(with separate Deep Gap head for
playback •nd monitor) so you can enjoy
Sound-on Sound. Sound·witll·Sound and
Echo Etrect! Pause control allows editmg
while recording. There is no finer
reel·lo-re.el tape deck at any price.
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FREEFORM

Friday Fish Dinner
59¢

Hair Desi9ns for Men

Sat. & Sun.
Hamburgers 15¢

Now is always leaving and always returning.

$
.
Mirage
1--- 2

Eat in our large dining room or take· it home
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
i

•

lOUNTRY BARN

.·~

No•gells, lacquers
or nets used
Three Barbers
Ro~ Clsneros~Tom Tapio~Ben

IAMP$K]

~ •uro~~~:::~:!~i
§·=...
-

Madrid

Appointments Available
Please Call

255-4371
The finest mens hoir design
shop closest to campus.

29 1'4 Central SE
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The exclusivereverses
AMPEX tape
"silent
signal"
automatically
at the
end

i

I

1
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of a "side" so you can hear the other
side without changing reels. It also

threads automatically in 2 seconds. All ·
other features

maci~~~~nd=~~~~~.~~~~~hear it yourself!
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COME IN ANO HEAR A COMPACT CONCERTI
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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to Albuquerque on March 7, for
the second annual Pre-Med Day,
sponsored by UNM's St~d~nt
American Medical AssocJatJon
chapter.
The morning program will
include discussions of admission
policies of the medical school, and
talks by current medical students
about the school's non-traditional
curriculum.
The UNM School of Medicine
does not offer traditional courses
in anatomy, pathology, etc.
Students study specific areas of
the body, such as the heart,
learning the anatomy and
pathology at the same time. UNM
medical students begin work in a
hospital during their first week of
school, rather than during their
,third year of training.

have a chance to tour the medical
building at 915 Stanford N.E.
Special demonstr~tions, including
e 1 e c t ron m 1 c r o scopes,
~lectrocard~ograph~, anato.my, and
liver profus1on proJects, wdl be set
up.
This year's.program will include
material d1fferent from past
programs. Students who attended
the 1969 program are encouraged
to return this y1;ar.

Professor Returns
Dr. Gary C. Hufbauer, associate
professor of economics, has
returned to the campus this
semester after a 21/.z-year absence.
Hufbauer served as a member
of a Harvard economic advisory
team to the government of
Pakistan.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimwn ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to Uc
per word and the minimum number o£
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

1966 SPRITE. Excellent condition. Two
tops. 247·2840. 2/20
ANTIQUE LEATHER TRUNK. Excellent
condition. Phone 242-1857 after 5:30
p,m. 2/23
NORWEGIAN Elkhound puppies, also stud
service available. 298-0375, campus 4447.

DEADLINE !or inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go In next day•s Lobo.
WANTED: ride to Deming, N.M. this Friday, Call 242-2481 after 5 p.m. 2/19
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pic•
turc taken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictores taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.

3/1

HARLEY DAVIDSON hydraulic forks.
Price: open for discussion. Call 345-1570
after 5 p.m. 2/28
CHERRY 1959 Buiek hearse. Excollcnt
tires, motor, trans, etc. Never driven an
unhappy milo. $475 Cor more lf you
like). Phone Grant 277-5011 after 6
p.m. Mon. thru Thuro. and Sunday !rom
1 to 5 p.m. 2/20

NEED HELP? A listener? Personal, Marital, Sensitivity Groups. Unit~ l\1inja-..
tries Counseling Center. 247-2720. 3/13

2)

LOST&FOUND

DE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service.. in the lobby of the SUD for
your lost it£1truJ.

Tl<:NNIS CLASSES: Two good tennis
rackets. Pancho Gonzales Spaulding
medium weight and grip, Nylon strung
$8, gUt strung $13, 265-6548 after 9 p.m.
200 USED TVs All styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 254·5987. 4/7

LOST: Pickett slide rule. Mitehell llaU
212, Jan. 13. Iteward. Scott, 25u-95GO.
2/24
...
IfOUND-blnck kitten (four or five month
old), outside C'..ollege- of Nursing the
mornin~J" of 16 at li:!JO. Contact Kce 2966564. 2t 23

3)

6)

EMPLOYMENT

WILL TRADE part-time help in a tutorin~::: service for an l':\·elyn Wood Readinv.
Dynamic•; r,cholamhip. I£ intere:Jted
Please call 265·6761. 2/20
WE Nmm A MAN! w=-cccn;..eed-:-n-m-nn-who
is bricht, ncr.-r~Jive, and like;; helping
other people. Part-time job now, could
lend to exciting nnd profitable career in
snlCJ. and mo.nngf!ment after srraduntion.
Salary commensurate with nl>lllty. Arc
you worth llnlC-Million dollars? If no,
call: Frank M. Thomi!S, 265-6728. 2/20

SERVICES

TUTORING IN PORTUGr:sE offcrcd.c-;'ii
All>crt W. llleau at Rim·4R~~. 2/24
PRIVATE owimminc loe:oonn. Qualified ininstructors. Lc:J:JOns taught nt A. spn~iour;
indoor swimming nrea here in. town. No
nne limit. Be a respectable: nwimmt'r bl/'
thi• r.ummcr, Call Duve 344-3664 for de·
tail:;. 2/24
TYI;'j'NG SERVICE. Term papers, thesro,
disg<'rtations. ltensonable. Doria Jackson.
296-2548.

7)

5)

DISCOVER FLYING. $o first lesson, $14
hr. nfter. Lee Mason, 268-4689. 2/27

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

Friday, February 20, 1970

II

c =ampus ''riefs
Indian PHace Group

SOC Dance

Want to know your Red
brother a little better? For a
fascinating evening's excursion
into the mind and ways of the
Indian, catch the touring "White
Roots of Peace" group at the
Newman Center auditorium,
tonight at 8 p.m. These members
of the Iroquois nation will show
films by Indians, explain some of
their beliefs and invite audience
participation in their dances.

Cancer Film

Chemistry Seminar

early signs of breast

Guest Poets

LA PLANTE GALLERY

Cinema Feature
A silent film classic from the
1920s, "The Unholy Three," is
presentation by
this Thursday's
Societe
du Cinema.
The film is scheduled for 7 p.m.
in the Union Theater. Admission
is by season subscription, or on a
seats available basis at 75 cents
per person.
"The Unholy Three" was
filmed in 1925, directed by Tod
Browning, and stars Lon Chaney,

AAUP Finishes
ENMU Inquiry

Cello Recital
Greg Mathew&, a junior music
student from Alb\lquerque, will
present a cello recital Monday,
Feb. 23, at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall.
His selections are "Toccata" by
Frescobaldi, ''Sonata No. 2 in G
minor for Piano and Violincello,"
"Op.5, No. 2" by Beethoven,
"Prayer, from Jewish Life, No.1"
by Bloch, and "Sonata No. 2 for
Violincello and Piano," by
Martinu.

Dr. Rick Williams, of the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratories,
will address a UNM chemistry
department seminar today at 4:15
p.m. in room 101 of the
chemistry building.
Williams will discuss complex:
copper cyanides. His talk is free
and open to the public.

The Bernalillo County Unit of
the American Cancer Society will 1
show· a film, "Breast
S e If· E xarnination," Wednesday,
Feb. 25 in the Union every hour
from 8 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
The film, open only to women, ,
demonstrates a simple method of

de~ecting
cancer.

Matt Moore, Victor McLaglen,
May Bush, and llarry Earle.
The film series is sponsored by
the UNM English department and
is open to the general public.

The "Short Year" and the
"Fourth Corning" will play for a
dance tonight from 8 to 11, in the
U~ion Ballroom.
4'he dance, sponsored by the
Social Organizing Committee
(SOC), will be open only to the
University community and guests,
The price is 71; cents per
person.

Researchers Needed
College Marketing Corporation,
Division of Transcontinental
Enterprises, Inc., is seeking
students to act as campus market
research and marketing
representatives five to ten hours
per week.
The job will involve the
completion of gen!!ral
questionnaires and surveys, and
participation in specific research
studies. Income will be based on
the individuals' own initiative and
ability to promote various
programs and projects.
For more information, write
College Marketing Corporation,
119 East 38 Street, New York,
New York, 10016.

By MICHAEL BLAKE
psychology at San Franciscq State College.
An American Association of University Professors
A member of the ENMU chapter of the AAUP said he
(AAUP) investigation could end in censure of Eastern New
felt the investigation had been "fairly conducted" and the
Mexico University (ENMU).
AAUP committee had "been very thorough in its effort to
The investigation was concluded yesterday after three get
information from all sides."
days of .inquiries conducted by a three-man AAUP team.
The spokesman, who would not. let his riame be used,
Charles Oldfather, chairman of the team, said the
said,
"Our case is so overwhelming that I doubt they'll (the
investigation was initiated at the request of the ENMU
AAUP team) be able to come to any other conclusion (i.e.,
chapter of the AAUP and
other than official censureship)."
that the inquest "related to
The AAUP source explained that "only one student was
the incident of the dismissal
called to testify but the team, in my opinion, has been
of Richard K. Hillis."
thorough in feeling out the community. A great many
Hillis, a former art
other aspects (other than the Hillis case) have been looked
instructor at ENMU, was
into," he said. "Many of those who testified expressed
illegally relieved of his
broad views on many different things that go on down
duties by administrative
here and how this institution is run."
officials at Eastern in 1968.
A source close to Hillis speculated the investigation and
Hillis subsequently filed and won a su~t which charged the
possible
subsequent censme would "not have much impact
institution with "breach of contract." Hillis, now an
on
the
school itself but will probably be noted by
instructor at Kent State University, flew to Albuquerque
politicians and taxpayers throughout the state." He added,
Friday to be present for the investigation.
"An AAUP investigation usually means censureship in
Oldfather, assistant dean of the Kansas University law 7 5-80 percent of the cases."
school, said in a Lobo interview yesterday, "We have
Results of the investigation will be made public "surely
completed our investigation and will now compile a report
within
a year," said Oldfather. Other somces expect results
to be forwarded to the national organization (AAUP)."
Oldfather declined comment on how many students of findings "in no more than six months." All AAUP
investigators are working professors which is a factor in
testified in the investigation saying only "nothing can be
finalizing
reports.
said at this time."
Censure involves several different actions. Findings are
The investigating committee included, in addition to
published
in the AAUP bulletin and, in some cases, other
Oldfather, Dwight Mayo, professor of history at Northern
Arizona University, and Audrey Bohm, professor of publications. In addition, AAUP members would be advised
against approaching censured institutions for employment.

3009 CENTRAL N.E.
Quaint/
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RENT-A-TV

OKIE'S

10¢ BEER

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depooit
Lower Montb)v Rate

NEW

!:very Wed. S-6 PM

MEXICO

Buck1s TV Rentals
268-4589
Color Available
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Monday/ February 23 1 1970

Th.IS ·IS Th e F·IXer..... W h0

Two of the top young poets in
America today will speak and read
from their own works Monday, at
8 p.m., in the Kiva.
Reading will be Jon Anderson ·
and St(!ven Orlen. Their
appearance is sponsored by the
UNM English department, and is
free and open to the public.

didn't know he had courage ... until
courage was all he had left.

'

Graduates Recommend
Election Participation

..

Tutoring Council
The Tutoring Council will hold
an orientation and reception for
all prospective tutors, Tuesday,
March 24, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Union.

1956 CADILLAC. $160. Cnll 842-1364 or
24 3-4 32li. 2/24
'

,;

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Tonight.At: 6:8:10
Sot. & Sun. 2-4-6-8-10
~n. thru Thuts.

Max' 7:ao- 9:ao
the General!
'Viva Max'
the lover!

~viva

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience
Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

'Viva Max'
the spy!

~ ltiCa,~ioun ,game

ob mus1caa beds.

Lobo Photo by Casey Church

Getting The Details

Metro,Goldwyn-Mayer presents
.
the John Frankenhermer-Edward Lewis Production of

the fixer
stMrinsAian Bates
Dirk Bogarde, Hugh Griffith, Elizabeth Hart~an,
'an HolmDavid Warner, Carol White s,,~J,•.

iEut IDriult utth
.aiukr .tlrrrir

/

MAIUA£
~Ud~ctt

Sc1eenpldy by Ddltcm Ttumbo, fM~d on1hr nrw,.~ by iltrli,nJ M~~~·,-.,j,
Produced by Edwdld Lew11 Duet led by John Frdnkenhe~me•
' ll!'ft.
Metrocolor '~'1 Mr,M
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ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

50¢ with ID

~

Saturday &Sunday 7 & I0 p.m.

ANight At The Opera
Starring

ASUNM Film
Committee , ·

The

~arx Brothers
tonight

7~ 10 p.m.
J.D. Required

"' ·~

'
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Three UNM students with the New Mexico Accident
Investigation program, from left to right, Roni Booth, Steve
Serda, and Dennis Lynn, ask an Albuquerque officer the
details of an accident at a Northeast Heights intersection.

The Graduate Student Association budgeting, and then referred to the
(GSA) ,-,last night hea~d .,a ~SUNM budget.
recommendation to involve more
Dick Elliot, a GSA council
graduate students in city elections.
member, said it is important that
Jim Dines, a law student and those fees be put through GSA
former ASUNM president, said many budgeting before they revert to-•
public office holders do not realize ASUNM. He said that if the money
the voting power of University does not go through GSA budgeting,
students. He said bargaining powers it would violate the GSA and
of UNM students would be increased ASUNM constitutions, and "set a
if public officials realized the large dangerous precedent."
numbers of University students who
Romero said the budget for
are elig1ble to vote.
second semester will be
Jack Edwards, a member of the approximately $21,159. Romero said
GSA council, suggested a political tl;te reserve fund for second semester
action committee to mobilize voting is approximately $11,104.
students.
Bill Pickens, GSA president, said
Danny Romero, secretary of GSA, last night that plans are being
gave a projected budget report for finalized for a child day care center.
second semester.
He said there is a possibility that
Romero said any graduate student GSA will receive matching federal
who is taking 12 or more hours will funds for the project.
pay fees to ASUNM. Students taking
He said plans are being worked on
three to nine hours of graduate to form a "representative body" of
study will pay fees to GSA, Romero graduate assistants and teaching
said.
assistants. Pickens said the group
Under the present system, fees for would act as a liaison to identify
graduate students taking 12 or more
graduate and teaching assistants'
hours will go through GSA ·needs.

Make On-the-Scene lnvesti·gation

Students Gather Accident Data

CO•Sldrnnq
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By CASEY CHURCH
Tape recorded comments, interviews,
photographs, and crash-area
measurements of serious highway
accidents involving late model cars are
made "on the scene" by student
investigation teams and comprise the raw
data for an analysis progJ.·am which
provides a backlog of information to help
prevent future accidents.
These students are the "field arm" of
the New Mexico Accident Investigation
Program. The program is one of 15
nationwide programs, contracted by the
National Highway Safety Bureau of the
U.S. Department of' Transportation to do
an in·depth study of the causes of serious
accidents.
Besides the six investigators, the
program here involveE the engineering
department statf, medical and law
schools, and community experts in safety
and traffic problems. The program,
funded thrQugh June, 1970, costs
$92,000,
Although the field investigation crews

go to the scene of most serious accidents,
those involving personal injury, and those
not, they collect data only on accidents
involving 1968 and later model cars. One
of the primary purposes of the program is
to assess the value of safety devices being
installed in recent model cars.
Accident Data
"There are lots of statistics, but no
studies. We can say a. million people have
been killed, but not how, Several years
ago, one study was made that showed the
most common fatal injury was a crushed
head and chest, so now changes have been
made in the steering column so they are
collapsable," said Marvin May, director of
field investigation.
After data is collected by the student
investigators, a critique panel comprised
of the program's staff investigators,
medical, traffic engineer, and state safety
consultants reviews the material and
determines the cause of the accident, The
results are forwarded to the Highway
Safety Bureau.
The panei's decision on accident causes
is based on tape recordings and

photographs made at the scene of the
accident, police accident r(!port
information, follow-up interviews with
witnesses and persons involved in the
accident, any medical or autopsy reports,
and stress measurements of the wrecked
car.
The researchers attempt "to determin(!
if an accident is vehicle·caused, human
caused, or the fault of the highway
design," said James Gay, principal
investigator for the program.
The Highway Safety Bureau compiles
and makes the findings available to
"automobile lr<dnufacturers, parts
manufacturers, highway engineers, and
traffic safety groups," said Gay,
The UNM program has been "in the
field" since mid-December and students
have undergone training since last June.
Before reporting on actual accidents,
they have tak(!n 100 hours of first aid,
learned how to operate tape recorders
and cameras, and cruised 30 ho,urs with
city police.
Help Police
On th(! job, they wear white coveralls,

crash helmets, and orange reflective vests.
They may help police direct traffic
around the accident site, or c9ntrol
crowds, as well as accumulate their own
data.
The two "crash wagon" teams have
gone to the scene of 78 accidents since
the program began, but only 10 accidents
are being seriously pursued," said Gay.
"There is no way to predict how often
we will go out on an accident dudng a
shift," said Dennis Lynn, a mechanical
engineering student working on the
program.
"Sometimes right after a rain, or when
something is happening like a Lobo game
when you expect them, there will be
nothing. Then all of a sudden three or
four (accidents) right in a row,"
The teams work in two shifts from 4 to
12 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, the
times of "high accident frequency," said
May.
They also cheek daily with
Albuquerque police records to see if any
accidents fall within the purview of the
study.
···

